Tracing The Stars (Corwint Central Agent Files Book 3)

As the search for Orynn and the truth continues, four lives collide and will be forever changed.
Sometimes love has been there all along, waiting for you to have the courage to reach for it.
Other times, love hits you out of the blue like an asteroid and can uplift your entire life, if you
can survive the impact. Hankarron Eros has loved Tara since she had pigtails, but his fear of
losing their friendship provides leads him to keep his hearts desires locked away. When the
truth about his family is exposed and leaves him grasping to hold onto his ship, his crew and
his sanity, words are spoken that cant be taken back and the presence he had grown so used to
having at a convenient reach is gone. Tara Flint has never denied her hearts attraction to the
floppy-haired, brown-eyed Hankarron, even if he can be a stupid limik sometimes. Her strong
will falters as she is forced to decide between a promise she made to her father, a boy she has
loved since she had pigtails and the possibility of finding out what her life might be like
without the presence of Hankarron always by her side. When you get knocked down, you get
back up and hit the other guy harder. Trip Wild Fists Weston is a Runataji combat fighter at
the top of his career with a fame and fortune he doesnt want and a Lucky Clover tattooed
across his heart to remind him of the girl who is always just out of reach. When Taras luck
lands her in his lap without Hankarron on her heels, Trip wonders if this is his chance to
capture his Clover, or if Taras luck has other ideas in mind. Fate doesnt always give you want
you want, but it will always give you what you need. Jennadri Szina doesnt have time for
matters of the heart or trying to get two wayward agents back on track. Shes got a mission to
run, a Director who is dying and a mother who isnt easy to impress. When Jehdra sends her to
save Hank and Tara, Jen takes her mothers mission on at full speed, but she isnt prepared to
manage Wild Fists Weston and his damn dimple. They say that the stories of our time will
one day be traced into the stars to help guide others home. Fate strings intertwine with
skipping stones across the stars of the universe, pulling it forward and writing new lines in the
night sky as the Corwint Central Agent saga continues to lead Ethan, Orynn and Jarren
towards a collision that holds the power to change everything. *This book is intended for
mature readers and contains mild violence, coarse language and romantic scenes of intimacy.
About The Series: Corwint Central Agent Files Corwint Central Agent Files is set in a galaxy
far, far away. Various planetary systems and alien species, some human-like and others very
unique, offer a backdrop to the adventures, struggles for power, character development and
romance. As a space opera, character development and world building are the key ingredients.
As a romance, ideals of love and relationship development are what drive the stories forward.
The Corwint universe is a constantly growing, changing and evolving universe. From space
stations to newly discovered planets, each story in the series adds to a universe rich with life,
struggling with conflict, and evolving its own sense of existence. Love is the key theme in the
series. Each book explores different aspects of love; from love at first sight to unrequited love,
from friends to lovers to opposites attract, and everything in between. It also explores both
sides of love - the good and beauty that can come from it, as well as the destructive force it can
unleash when love turns to obsession. Everything, and everyone, in the Corwint Universe has
a past, present and future. Nothing is stagnant or an island. Every action, or inaction, has the
potential to cast stones across the universe, creating ripple effects that may not be realized
until years later. Fate mingles with choice, and consequences follow every decision.
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